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Board Buzz

A lot has happened since my previous article in the July is
sue of the Fanny Bay Flyer, and all of it has been good! Any
one who is a member of the Fanny Bay Hall or Fanny Bay
Community Bulletin Board groups on Facebook, or has been
following updates on the Fanny Bay Community Association
website, knows that we conducted a highly successful fund
raising campaign in July Responding to a FBCA request for
operational funding in lieu of their annual sponsorship of the
“Live at Fanny Bay Hall” concert series, the Union Bay Credit
Union pledged to match community donations up to ,
This generated a huge amount of excitement within our small
community, resulting in the FBCA meeting the mark at the
end of just three days of fundraising! To date community
members have donated ,
towards the Hall, which re
sults in a very impressive figure when added to the ,
from UBCU
The Finance Committee has been hard at work as well
Immediate and simple steps were recommended to reduce
Hall expenses, such as unplugging the freezer and refrigera
tors in the kitchen, and turning off the hot water tank We
applied for and were approved for COVID- relief from BC
Hydro, which waived our hydro charges for three months, a
savings of
to date We also changed our telephone ac
count with Telus, resulting in a savings of
month
Due to the hard work of Bev Powell, with assistance from
Debby McRae, a very successful outdoor Market Day was held
at the Hall on Saturday July Booth and table rental by the
vendors raised
, and donations in lieu of an entrance fee
raised an additional
As well, Debby had membership
renewals, and sold books and T-shirts, all of which brings
in precious revenue I would also like to take this opportunity
to thank Norma Shelley and
her able assistant Roy Shields,
who have raised
for the
Hall through the sale of home
made facemasks

Please don’t forget about our second outdoor Market Day
at the Hall, which will be held at am – pm on August nd
The FBCA will be there once again, happy to accept dona
tions, renew memberships, and sell books and T-shirts Come
out and support our local vendors, who have also been hit
hard by the COVID- economy
Finally, I would like to give you a quick update on FBCA fi
nances, though detailed financial statements will be available
at our AGM in September Thanks to the support of the Fanny
Bay community and UBCU, I am currently projecting that the
FBCA will be able to pay our estimated operational expenses
until year-end, though with very little left over
We will see what next year brings!
Bonnie Hoffart

BOWSER LEGION
GARAGE SALE
SATURDAY
Sept. 26th 10 -2 pm
For Donations
to Garage Sale:
Come to the
Legion Parking Lot
Saturday August 15th
10:00 – 2:00 p.m.
This is the ONLY TIME that
items can be brought
to the Legion.
AUGUST
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FBSES REPORT

AY KRAFT OF UNION BAY

is a Fanny Bay Salmonid Enhancement Society
director and heads the group that oversees HartWasher Creek and a collection of smaller streams
Every year, the creek dries up and Ray leads the
effort to rescue the stream s Coho fry and drive them
to a summer-long respite at FBSES on Berray Road That’s a
km round trip with full buckets for a total of ,
kilometers
in the summer of
when ,
were saved and filled
every tank FBSES could give them The fry make the trip aer
ated by battery-powered air bubblers with a stop at Buckley
Bay to check their health For Ray, the reason for all the work
of salvage is “a simple thing, not complicated; salmon not sal
vaged will die, and in general, as a society, we have screwed
things up so much that if you can do something, it feels good ’
What Ray and friends have done is save about ,
salmon
fry over the past nine years Hart-Washer creek gets its name
from its history In the years of Union Bay ‘s time as a coal
port, roughly
to
, its waters were dammed to cre
ate a reservoir, then washed the coal produced in the Cum
berland mines that was loaded aboard ships Today’s Hart
Creek is the result of all that history and enhancement efforts
to restore it to life as a salmon stream The most recent was
a re-channeling in
to end its habit of flooding the ball
park, which was its original streambed
A current project is waiting for work to be allowed to re
sume Ray’s health has made continued salvaging unwise,
but he will be succeeded by a group now grown to ten mem
bers who can carry it on Ray enjoyed being part of FBSES; he
has ”a lot of admiration” for all the FBSES members who fed
and cared for fish he salvaged For our part, as president Judy
Ackinclose says, “we will all miss a very dedicated volunteer ”
There is s ll
room for more
plan po s a he
FBSES po ng
shed
John Phillips
left and Lorraine
Gardener are
filling he c rren
s ppl
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And FBSES has something to ask of you;
we’d like all your one-gallon plant pots and
we will even pick them up The pots are a
key part of our tree nursery and over the
years our trees have gone all over the island from
Victoria to Port McNeill and from Ucluelet Tofino to many
groups on the east coast At the end of tree planting seasons
FBSESers’ have taken donated silviculture ‘plugs’ and potted
their bare roots into those specific plant holders full of rich
black soil and fertilizer We ensure they thrive and get a good
start when they’re replanted And replanted they are At the
moment,
cedars, hemlocks and Douglas-firs are waiting
to go to new homes around Colquitz Creek and the new Mac
kenzie Interchange for the Saanich Parks Department There
are
more, mostly spoken for, that also include Sitka
spruce, white pines and balsams “Plugs’ by the millions get
fired into the ground on a piecework basis by tree planters,
while ours get coddled and cared for under the direction of
our Lorraine Gardener of Fanny Bay, with assistance from
John Phillips of Qualicum Beach and other members They are
donated to us by the hundreds per box by outfits like Mosaic,
Western Forest Products, provincial forestry nurseries and
departments For
years we’ve been doing this at a rate of
about a thousand a year That’s a lot of pots and trees
FBSES would like to recognize two local business owners
who have done us and the salmon we are here for a big
favour Calvin Gregson of the Rosewall Pit Gravel Sales and
Terry Lundberg of Meglet Transport teamed up to get
yards of basketball-size rocks to our Wilfred Creek Hatchery
Wilfred is getting some new concrete for its storage box and
incubator building and its water supply is getting major clean
up and improvements where the creek feeds into our collec
tion pond and side channel system The donated rock and
hauling is a generous help Wilfred Creek is home to wild Pink,
Chum and Coho spawners as well as our hatchery Pink and
Coho Team members Larry McDonald, Frank Lines, Helmuth
Gieger and Rudi Spotzl are on the job
Visit fbses.ca
by Dave Sands
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SPID REPORT

HASE WATER PROJECT UPDATE

Phase
construction continues on
schedule The water mains throughout the
Phase
zone have been installed and
passed the pressure testing The Victor
Lane and Vivian Way section of the water main has been tied
in to our distribution system, and the construction crew is
currently switching over individual residential services to the
new system The remaining sections of the water main along
Ships Point Road, the north loop of Baynes Drive and Wente
Way will be disinfected, flushed and tested soon When lab
tests confirm that these sections are safe, they will be tied
into the distribution system, and residential service connec
tions will commence in the remaining areas After residential
service connections are completed, disrupted roadways will
be repaved and areas around the service boxes will be re
stored, followed by hydroseeding in September, when the
weather is more conducive to new grass
Residential service transfer takes about an hour to com
plete, and the water will be shut off at the individual resi
dence during that time
It is strongly recommended that residents NOT run taps or
flush toilets while the contractors are making the service connection, as there’s a likelihood that dirt and debris can be

pulled into the system while the water line
is cut, which may result in blockages in
homeowners’ plumbing systems When
water service is restored, residents are
advised to run an outside tap closest to your water service
box for several minutes to flush any sediment that may be in
the line, to prevent any clogging of faucet screens inside the
house
Please reduce your speed to km h throughout the en
tire construction zone north of Baynes Drive Construction
crews can be working throughout the construction zone
at any time Monday-Saturday,
am to
pm, and the
numerous curves in our roads mean drivers can come upon
workers in the roadway with little time to stop Please keep
the construction crews safe and reduce your speed
Continue to keep an emergency supply of drinking water
on hand in case of planned or emergency disruptions of water
service If you would like advanced notice of planned water
disruptions, please contact our Administrator with your email
address or phone no ,
or shipspt shaw ca
Alternatively, notice for planned outages will be posted on
the mailbox bulletin boards
SUMMER BURNING RESTRICTIONS

Garden Centre always OPEN
Fall Veggies, Seeds & Supplies
Perennials, Grasses & Succulents
New plants weekly!
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The Fire Danger Rating at time of publication is High, which
means backyard open burning is no allo ed All burn permits
that had previously been issued are cancelled, and the use of
non-commercial or homemade fire pits is prohibited, as well
as burn barrels, tiki torches and tiger torches
Campfires are permitted in suitably sited, commercially
approved devices There are no restrictions on the use of pro
pane firepits, regardless of the fire danger rating, as long as
they are sited on a non-combustible surface, are CSA or UL
rated and the flames are no taller than cm ( ”).
See spid ca for further details
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www.bowserbuilders.com
Come
and Visit Us at
West Island Hwy

T’S BEEN A GOOD YEAR FOR STRAWBERRIES

And now the raspberries are demanding attention
The ruby red flashes among the leaves remind us
we need to get serious about picking them And the
blueberries are beginning to live up to their name, so
it won’t be long before they’re ready for harvest But
this morning, before harvesting our backyard bounty,
I have a different kind of harvesting to do, our semi-weekly trip into the
woods to collect data on the health of our streams
Today my sampling partner is Mark Lake, one of our newer members
and a retired geophysicist As we wait for the results of our turbidity test at
Wilfred Creek I stare at the washed-out hill face that overlooks this particu
lar sampling site The different sized sand, gravel, and rock bits, which geol
ogists call sedimentary units,
form long layers known as beds
They give the cliff face a striped
look but they’re tilted at a steep
angle I always assumed this was
a place where the ground had
tilted up under a large tectonic
force but Mark explains that the
layers are too new for that Ph
c edi L
e Ra
Instead, the angled beds are
simply a function of how the river deposited its suspended materials over
thousands of years
Our conversation quickly morphs into a basic lesson on how aquifers
work and how one goes about measuring them An aquifer, for our purpos
es, can be thought of as a large container The beds of gravel at Wilfred
Creek are really good at holding water They have high porosity and perme
ability On the other hand, the exposed shale at Buckley Bay, where the
road goes up to the new highway, acts as a barrier to the easy flow of wa
ter It has low porosity and permeability These kinds of features define an
aquifer
But determining the features of an aquifer is only part of the story That
is why we regularly harvest data from several local wells, monitoring their
water level during the course of the year This, ultimately, gives us a
glimpse into how full the “container”, our aquifer might be
As we make our way along the trail to Cowie
Creek, the next stop on our sampling route, I’m again
reminded of my unpicked berries back home the
trail is dotted with huckleberry bushes, their branch
es drooping under the weight of a bumper crop And
me without a bucket! The sight and taste of the
huckleberries reminds me of my grandma’s pies, one
of the joys of my childhood But it also reminds me we
need to be alert for bears There are other creatures out
here intent on harvesting too
by Mike Mesford
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HANK-YOU TO ROXANNE AND THE FANNY BAY INN

for their kind donation to the Fanny Bay Fire Department
This donation, from the weekly Twoonie Draw held each Thursday, will go
towards a replacement Thermal Imaging Camera Our previous unit was
destroyed at a fire on Ships Point earlier this year
Mike Smith, Fire Chief
AUGUST
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HIPS POINT LAUNCH
The Joy Ride

A hot and lazy August afternoon
found Stanley sleeping behind a log
at Ships Point Park He could hear
the quiet lap of the waves and feel
the gentle breeze that barely ruffled the fur on his back Peace
Two people settled on the log The scent of skunk cabbage
and talk of a joy ride piqued his interest As soon as they left
Stanley pulled his Miriam and Webster out of his back pocket
The description filled Stanley with excitement and a sense of
purpose Maybe later For now he sighed, laid on his back, all
four paws up and admired the puffy white clouds overhead
Cool
Back down on earth Stanley headed for the top of Tozer
Rd A grey van was parked on the road and facing the
downslope He pawed the door open, put his shoulder hard
against the doorjamb and pushed It moved slowly and Stan
ley jumped in He didn’t know he had company Donny was in
the back of his van, under the covers and sleeping it off
Stanley stood with his back legs on the seat and paws on
the steering wheel The van moved slowly at first, then picked
up speed alarmingly fast and began to tear down Tozer It
broadsided a telephone pole and Donny was jarred out of his
stupor He grabbed the driver headrest and looked in the rear
view mirror at the same time Stanley did Both yelped! With
both rockets firing the van picked up speed and charged to
the bend in the road From the back seat an incredulous Don
ny yelled ‘LEFT! LEFT! GO LEFT!!!’ Stanley had no idea what
left was but Donny had his arm out Stanley’s window and was
leaning hard that way so Stanley did too The van barreled
along Tozer and bounded onto the dyke Wendy was walking
her dog and they were forced into the bushes Stanley leaned
out the open window and barked furiously at Tyson
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Donny recognized the editor of the Fanny Bay Flyer and
ducked down behind the front seat Word gets around!
Stanley felt a sense of excitement and joy So this is a joy
ride! He stuck his head out the window and howled Up
ahead the fork in the path was coming up in seconds Stanley
looked back at Donny and barked ‘which way?’ Again Donny
yelled ‘LEFT, GO LEFT YOU CRAZY DOG!
Stanley cranked the van over hard and they reeled onto
the overgrown pathway Not far down the path there is an
old yellow crane in the bushes That is where the joy ride fi
nally stopped Stanley looked back to see if Donny was al
right He had passed out after the last wild turn and now
looked quite comfortable wedged against the back doors
Don’t drink and drive
Stanley forced the smashed door open and staggered onto
the path He followed his nose to Ships Point Road and back
to the safety of the log on the beach Exhausted, he flopped
down and a thought came into his bony head The skunk cab
bage Did he dream all this? As he rolled over the van keys
slipped out of his pocket and were buried in the sand under
the log And gone forever
So was this real, a dream or just an experience lost in the
sands of time?
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by Dianne Volrich
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IVING WILD

With forest farming, we do our best to live harmoniously
with the environment around us, but sometimes instincts
take over and force our hand to intervene Sometimes what
you know is inevitable, is just not acceptable
Previously, I had hatched out hundreds of chicks of various
chicken breeds, but I thought I would try something new
I purchased some turkey hatching eggs to start my very own
turkey flock Turkeys are much more capricious and require
exact humidity, ventilation, time and temperature levels for a
successful hatch
At two weeks in, I candled the eggs by putting a bright
flashlight behind them one at a time and found out most of
them were not fertilized I was still hopeful to get a few baby
turkeys though, so I kept the few that looked like there were
possibilities
Two weeks later, a total of
days, I heard my first pip! It
was so loud much louder than chickens and it went on for
hours Until about
hours passed, and the pipping stopped
Turkeys can take up to
hours from first pip to hatch, but
something didn’t seem right
Now the general rule of
thumb is that you never open
the incubator, and you most
certainly never help a chick
hatch out of the shell They
say if it is not strong enough
to hatch, there is usually
something else wrong with it
bad genetics The business part of farming has no flexibility
for weak livestock, but our compassion comes first with all of
our animals
After another hours of no pipping, I could not stand to
wait any longer I realized that there would be no other
hatches, and as much as I wanted it to hatch on its own, I did
not want this little life suffering unnecessarily
Torn between what you are supposed to do, and what
I felt I had to do, I picked up the egg, and realized that it
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had dried to its shell and there would be no chance of escape
The poor thing was exhausted
It was breathing, but barely Slowly, I picked pieces off
the shell, trying to give it some relief It started pipping like
crazy, like I was setting it free Finally, the little turkey had
hatched! Unfortunately it looked injured with crooked legs
and toes
At this point, I wasn’t sure if my intervention was causing
more harm than good I didn’t want to give up, but I did not
want any life to suffer It would lie on its back and kick its
legs, but would not stand up The breeder told me that it usu
ally takes - hours before they are walking around The in
ternet unanimously stated that it should walk in a maximum
of
hours, and over
hours had passed Despite my trying
to stand it up and make it stronger, the little turkey would
always flop onto its back with crooked toes kicking the air
The verdict was grim
Feeling responsible for this little life in front of us, we
spent the following two days
teaching that little tiny turkey
how to stand and how to walk
We showed it how to eat, and
by the end of the second day,
its toes had straightened and it
could run in a straight line! It
actually comes when you call it
now, and it will jump into your
hand for a cuddle Happy and
healthy as can be, it is growing
and running around so fast!
Just when we thought
the only option was to let nature take its course and give up,
we persevered and beat the odds So humbling to be gifted
an experience to remind us how fortunate we are
Meet Cranberry, the newest addition to the Van Isle Wild
family
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by Angela Hicke -Van Isle Wild
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ANNY BAY NATURALLY

Babies, babies everywhere! We had a nest of baby tow
hees in the wild area of our back yard this summer Chicka
dees set up camp in one of our birdhouses and tree swallows
in the other A squirrel has been visiting the bird feeder fre
quently, her swollen mammary glands evidence of babies
awaiting mom’s return
But I digress what I really want to write about are bald
eagle babies There is a nest high up in a very tall old tree,
visible from a trail that I have walked nearly every day for the
past eight years For the first six years, I was oblivious to the
nest’s existence - it was by pure chance that I stopped at the
only point on the trail that the nest can be seen from, and
happened to look up through a tangle of well-branched trees
in just the right direction Since then I have made a point of
stopping to look every time I pass by
Bald eagles mate for life the average lifespan for bald ea
gles in the wild is
years, with the oldest confirmed at
years , only acquiring a new mate if one dies or otherwise
disappears And the lifelong commitment doesn’t stop there
After the pair choose a suitable nesting site, they turn their
attention to building a nest, a framework of sticks lined with
grass and or feathers that they will potentially use for their
entire lives However, despite annual refurbishments prior to
each breeding season, most nests last less than five years some collapse in storms or the supporting branches break
due to the increasing weight of the nest
A female bald eagle lays one to three eggs a year The
male and female take turns sitting on the eggs while the oth
er hunts for food, but the female does most of the incu
bating The eggs hatch at about days
A young eaglet can gain up
to
grams a day it takes
human babies a week to gain
the same! , the fastest growth
rate of any North American
bird Young eaglets keep
themselves busy manipulating
sticks and playing tug of war
with their nestmates By eight weeks of age, they are able to
flap their wings, lift their feet off the nest platform, and rise
up in the air Some fledge i e are able to fly from the nest at
this time, while others hang on until weeks of age

T

Fledged eaglets stay close
to the nest, looked after by
their parents, for a further six
weeks Once they gain inde
pendence, they range widely
until they attain adult plumage
the iconic white head of both
the male and the female and are reproductively mature, at
the age of four or five years They then go about finding a
mate, and then a nesting site, and the cycle begins anew
I was elated to see a pair of adult eagles on the nest at the
end of March last year, and come July, two eaglets were visi
ble This spring, I did not see any activity in or around the
nest and feared it had been abandoned until, much to my
surprise, a lone eaglet made an appearance a few weeks ago
When I discovered, through research, just how large and
deep an eagle’s nest can be, it is
no wonder that the nest ap
peared to be vacant until July!
The bald eagle nest is the
largest of any North American
bird, up to four metres deep
and almost three metres wide,
and weighing up to a tonne A
bald eagle nest in Florida is on record as the largest tree nest
ever recorded for any animal, at just over six metres deep
and close to three metres across, and weighing
metric
tonnes!
As with most wildlife, the main threats to bald eagles are
caused by humans - loss of habitat due to deforestation and
shoreline development, as well as pesticides accumulated
through the food chain Bald eagle nests are protected
throughout the year under BC’s Wildlife Act As well, most
regional districts on the Island, including Comox Valley, have
restrictions and special conditions for development permits
for properties with bald eagle nests and habitat
Watch for more interesting facts about
by Jackie Dunham
this iconic bird in the next issue!

HE FANNY BAY INN HAS HAD GREAT SUCCESS

patrons have had fun and many local non-profit organiza
tions groups have benefitted from the fun weekly
“TWOONIE DRAW .
Drop in anytime and register for your own personal num
ber Pay a Twoonie once a week to enter that number in the
weekly draw All ‘paid for’ numbers become valid for the
weekly draw held at pm on Thursdays The winner receives
half the pot while the balance is given to a local group
Next on Roxanne’s list is the Ships Point Volunteer Fire Dept
AUGUST
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BULLETIN BOARD ADS
EXPERTISE by BYRON van HORNE
No Job Too Big or Small We Do It All Painting - Carpentry
- Project Management - Handyman Call
-

YOGA with JOSEY
Un l reg lar classes res me o can par cipa e on-line
Please email for links
Or call
wildyogastream@gmail.com
HATS $ T-SHIRTS $ FOR SALE FBCA Heron Logo
All Proceeds support Fanny Bay Hall programs
promotions@fannybaycommunity.com

SHINGLES & SHELLS - A History of Fanny Bay, b Ar Olson
Second Edi on

promotions@fannybaycommunity.com

E ARE LOOKING FORWARD

to another fun Market Days to be held Sunday, Au
gust nd on the Fanny Bay Hall grounds The Fanny Bay Sen
iors will be running our concession again providing hot dogs,
chips, cookies and cold drinks We invite you to come and say
hi and enjoy our hospitality
Our renters are back and enjoying their activities and some
are holding their meetings outside to enjoy the nice weather
Pam and Lise have been working hard to make our memo
rial gardens look like new Thank you ladies the gardens look
wonderful
Happy August Birthday to Marg Carr,
Felomina Cunningham, Fernando Hormazabal,
Clayton Hutchings, Curt Johnson
HAPPY BC DAY EVERYONE!!

Next MARKET DAYS
Sunday August nd

Social Distancing
a priority.
Hand Sanitizer
available at
many booths.
Wearing a mask,
Optional. Come and wave to your neighbours
AUGUST
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by Linda Tournemille

Community Contacts
Aerobics FB Hall
Suzanne Murray
Baynes Sound Lions Club OAP Hall
Cliff Helps ….. ....................................... 335-1112
Baynes Sound Garden Club OAP Hall
Juanita Purin ……….…..…... juanitamoa shaw ca
Beachcombers Academy Little Oysters Preschool
Principal - Roy Sakata
Beaufort Watershed Stewards
Mike Mesford …………......………....... 250- 02-5 00
CVRD Area A Director reachme danielarbour ca
Daniel Arbour …………………………….. 250- 50- 4 0
Fanny Bay Hall RENTAL
Judy Starr ………………………….…….……....… 335-0241
Facebook Page .……….………………... fannybayhall
FBCA Website ………..… fannybaycommunity.com
Fanny Bay Parents & Tots, Evelyn Bally...
Fanny Bay Quilt Group
Noreen Sterling ……………..……….............. 335-3010
Joan Johnsen ….…................................... 335-2333

Fanny Bay Salmonid Enhancement Society
Judy Ackinclose
Fanny Bay Volunteer Fire Department
Chief - Mike Smith
Fanny Bay Waterworks District Office
Patricia McLean …………………..….……… 250- 2 -2 0
Men’s Caregiver Support Group
Wayne Wheeler …...…………..……..….. 250- 2 -14 4
Neighbourhood Emergency Preparedness Program
Keith Thibault …….…………… ktibo
gmail com
OAP
Hall
Ships Point Road
Bruce Mills Hall RENTAL
Pickleball FB Hall Cher Kuss …...…....
-42 -413
Ships Point Volunteer Fire Department
Chief - Terry Hoffart
Ships Point Improvement District
Office - Nina LeBlanc
Yoga FB Hall Josey Slater
Youth Group Evelyn Bally
-

Your FBCA Board of Directors
President .. Anne Trussler

Vice-President .. Tammy Mercer-Gervais

Treasurer .. Bonnie Hoffart .. treasurer@fannybaycommunity.com

Secretary .. Suzanne Murray

Buildings & Grounds .. Rick Jeffrey

Memberships .. Debby McRae .. memberships@fannybaycommunity.com
Hall Rentals .. Judy Starr .. rentals@fannybaycommunity.com 335-0241
Director at Large .. Roger Chayer

Director at Large .. Barbara Spotzl

Concert Co-Ordinator's .. Alaine (Director) & Bill French

Director at Large .. Erna Smith
Director at Large .. Neville Hope

Flyer Editor .. Wendy Keating .. flyer@fannybaycommunity.com

General Enquiries .. administrator@fannybaycommunity.com

250-335-2832

allow several days for call back

7793 Island Hwy S

The Fanny Bay Flyer is published monthly except January
by the Fanny Bay Community Association [FBCA], a non-profit
society and registered charitable organization
Opinions expressed in the Flyer are not necessarily those of
the FBCA or the editor While every effort is made to ensure
the accuracy of the Flyer’s content, neither the Association nor
the Editor assume responsibility for any misprints or errors,
which may appear in the information given and printed within
Submit camera ready artwork - jpg, gif, tiff - or inquires to
flyer@ fannybaycommunity.com

Fanny Bay

The FBCA Board of Directors will promote activities that
enhance the quality of life for Fanny Bay residents
The Board seeks community input, invites participation,
encourages the use of the Fanny Bay Hall as a place to
gather, share, foster and deepen the sense of community
while maintaining the existing structure in good condition

The FBCA gratefully acknowledges the support of the
Province of BC through a Community Gaming Grant which
enables the delivery of low cost programs & activities.

FLYER DEADLINE IS THE 20 th OF THE PREVIOUS MONTH
AUGUST
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Classes, Clubs & Meetings
Thursday ……

am - am
pm first week
pm third week

Aerobics, Low Impact Suzanne FB Hall

Monday

Baynes Sound Garden Club - OAP Hall
Baynes Sound Lions - OAP Hall

Thursday …………………………
Monday ………………………….

FBCA Board Meeting - Fanny Bay Hall
FBSES - Rosewall Ck Hatchery Berray Rd
FBWW - Fire Hall, Cougar Smith Rd
OAP General Meeting
Parents & Tots - Fanny Bay Hall
Pickleball - Fanny Bay Hall
Pickleball - Fanny Bay Hall
Pickleball - Fanny Bay Hall
Pickleball - Fanny Bay Hall
Pickleball - Fanny Bay Hall
Pickleball - Fanny Bay Hall

Thursday …………………………
Wednesday
Saturday ..
Meetings as required ……...
Tuesday ………………………….
Thursday ………………………...
Monday ………………………….
Wednesday …………………….
Thursday …………………………
Friday ……………………………..
Saturday …………… he ha ….
Sunday ……………..a ai ab e……

pm fourth week
noon
fannybaywaterworks@gmail.com
pm second week
: am - Noon
am - pm, pm - pm
: - pm
- pm
- pm
- noon
- pm

Ships Point Improvement Dist.
Youth Group - Fanny Bay Hall
Yoga, Instructor Josey - Fanny Bay Hall
Yoga, Gentle - Fanny Bay Hall

Wednesday……………………..
Friday……………………………..
Tuesday ………………………….
Thursday …………………………

time varies, second week
- pm when hall available
- : pm

NEED HELP KEEPING RACK
OF HE DA
HE E DA
?

MARKET
DAY
- pm

pm Contact Josey, see pg

PICKLEBALL

UPDATE

Both leagues are playing regular
schedules, as noted above, on the
outdoor court except for a few who
aren't playing due to personal choice
regarding the risk of Covid-19. Precautions are being put in place for
safety.
We're hoping that we will be able
to move back indoors when the Fall
rains return, but we'll have to see
what things look like at that time.

BC
DAY

Coming in September FBCA-AGM Thursday Sept

th pm

in the FB Hall field Bring your own chair, dress for the weather

AUGUST

- :
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AEROBICS was able to do outdoor classes
for the month of June. As usual. no classes
for the summer. See you in September.

